This note is concerned with one aspect of the methodology for examining the gains and losses of a buffer stock scheme for wool. It is shown that It is incorrect to debit interest due on capital tied up in stocks of wool without, at the same time, crediting a portion of this to the grower. The errors that can occur in calculations that do not take account of the changed time distribution of growers' receipts are demonstrated.
A buffer stock authority could be seen to be beneficial in two aspects. First, there may be some advantage in the stabilizing effect of the Wool Authority's intervention. Second, the growers will recognize some advantage if a scheme raises their return and at the same time covers the cost of operation. This second benefit means that for a two-year scheme operation, with equal quantities of wool coming from the grower each year (the Powell-Campbell simplification), the Wool Authority must sell its stocks 'at an average price approximately 7d per lb higher than it buys them, this margin being just sufficient to meet all its trading expenses including a 6 per cent return on working capital'. [l] This 7d per lb, of course, depends on further assumptions about the size of the clip and the price level. Approximately half of it consists of the interest charge.
After this has been taken into account, for the scheme to benefit the grcwers, the nature of the demand schedules in the two periods must be such that the price raising effect of the Authority's purchase must be greater than the price lowering effect of stock disposal.
But there is another advantage of the scheme as outlined by Powell and Campbell which they do not recognize.
While it is proper to charge interest on capital tied up in the scheme to the cost of operations, it is also proper to credit interest to those who receive payment earlier than they would have without the scheme. Even if the total return for the two periods to the grower is unchanged by the intervention of the Authority, the earlier receipt of some part of this return will benefit the grower. The time shape of the grower's income will be improved.
Powell and Campbell define net returns arising from the operation of a buffer stock scheme as '. . . total revenue accruing to the wool growers under the scheme, minus total returns which would have been secured in the absence of the scheme, plus (or minus) the trading profits (or losses) made by the Wool Authority'. From this definition they derive the formula for a scheme that operates over two periods.
Where N o = Net returns from the scheme The term KO does not come into the formula since, as a payout by the Authority to the grower for the stocks purchased in period 0, it is a transfer payment.
Under the scheme the grower receives KO -H, more in the 'buyingin' period than he would have without the scheme. H e may either invest this or spend it on consumption. If he invests it at i rate of interest then he will have (1 + i ) ( K , -H , ) at the end of period 1 a3d his net revenue will gain by i ( K o -H , ) .
If he consumes this extra (KO -H , ) in period 0 then he does so because he prefers consumption of ( K , -4,) in period 0 to consumption (or reinvestment) of (1 + i) (KO -H , ) in period 1, i.e. his rate of time preference is greater than i. In any case the gain in net revenue will be at least i ( K , -H , ) .
If we make the conventional assumption that i = B where B = interest rate to the Authority and noting that BK, = M,, then M, is a 'transfer payment' as is K O and should not be included in the formula.
Instead it should be replaced by BH,, that is, by iH,.
BH, will only equal M , when the elasticity of demand in period 0 (ED,) is infinite-in which case there would be no point in having a scheme anyway. (1)
This calculation is equivalent to debiting M, to the scheme and crediting B (KO -H , ) , since M , = BK,. At elasticities in the purchase period of less than minus unity the interest due on the capital tied up in stocks is greater than that due to the earlier receipt of income. At elasticities less than minus three, Powell and Campbell's cakulations confer an erroneous advantage on the scheme; for elasticities greater than minus three they confer an erroneous disadvantage on the scheme.
M, should be added to all figures.
BH, should be subtracted from all figures. BH, will depend on ED,. -0.7 -0.9 -1.0-1-1  -1 It is instructive to review the matter in terms of Gruen's [2] diagrammatic representation of the situation. This is done with reference to Figure 1. OQ is produced and available for purchase in each period. The demand curve Do indicates that in period 0 buyers would be willing to to the present argument. The stabilising authority acts to take BQ off the market, as a consequence OB is available to commercial buyers who are willing to pay P', for this quantity. Growers' income is raised because of this from OP, GQ to OP', MQ-a 'hidden' gain of Po P', MG. The Authority's outlay in period 0 is BHMQ. Po P', MG is available to the growers and they can earn interest on this amount. LHMG is common to both growers and authority. What is of interest is the size of POP', HL compared to BLGQ. The difference between these two areas is the hidden loss.
No general statement can be made about the size of the hidden loss and the interest on it in terms of slopes, but for constant elasticity demand curves, an elasticity of demand in period 0 of minus unity means that the areas POP', HL and BLGQ will be equal. In this case the interest charge on the Authority's outlay will just equal the interest ,due to the grower from earlier receipt of income.
BHMQ is KO in the Powell-Campbell article; they charge interest on K, as a cost to the scheme. POP', MG is KO-H , in the Powell Campbell article; they do not not credit interest on this to the scheme. The scheme costs the authority iK, in interest; the growers benefit by i ( K o -H , ) . Net gain is iK,.
The estimate that 'The Wool Authority sells its stocks on an average price approximately 7d per lb higher than it buys them, this margin being just sufficient to enable the Wool Authority to meet all its trading expenses including a 6 per cent return on working capital', [ l ] is thus relevant only to trading operations of the Commission. The 3.5d per lb due to interest is more or less transferred to the grower.
